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Presentations of the Week

BSB Phase 2

- Questions about reuse of furniture, floor of most importance, materials the new furniture would be made of
  - No concerns from group, just curiosity about furniture

General Assignment Classrooms - Rockwell, Gifford 331/332, and AZ W205

- Concerns about students needing these classrooms while being renovated, questions about the ADA compliant desks
- Questions about which are the most important, probably Rockwell and Gifford, AZ W205 can wait if must
Marching Band Lights

- How is the field used when the band is not using it?
- We want athletics to take some of this weight. - They will not
- Donors have not put money towards this project and a grant was turned down for them
- Provided the marching band ideas for funding beyond us

Votes of Legitimacy and Conversation:
- BSB
  - Passed
- GA Classrooms
  - Passed
- Marching Band
  - Passed, we want Athletics + other sources to pay for some of this project, though.